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INSPIRING COMMUNITY ACTION ON CLIMATE
The film to get YOU talking about climate!

See below for a collage of photos from our premiere launch of the �lm at Princess Twin Cinema, Waterloo, Sept 21st, 2017.
All photos credit to Amanda Hunter.  We had a sold-out event and incredible community reception to follow the �lm,
supported by local organizations - all-in-all a powerful evening of community engagement and support.

BeyondCrisisFilm.com #SafeClimateFuture



PARTNERS IN CLIMATE ACTION
The film to get YOU talking about climate!

What is a film partner?

Beyond Crisis is a unique film, and the partners we are looking for are also. To us, an ideal film partner both 
believes in education and action on climate change enough to try and live these values through their practice and 
of course, to help back the film, ensuring its successful release out into society. Recognizing that few among us can
claim “perfect” climate practices today, we look for partners who demonstrate an active commitment towards achieving
more ambitious steps forwards, to build a safe climate future for all of us.

A film partner could be an individual, business, community group, non-profit, educational institute or other group that
wants to be a part of our journey towards increasing awareness and engagement on climate action. Partners are
people who believe in the power of new film and cultural content like Beyond Crisis enough to contribute something
directly to its successful release into society. In doing so, you become a vital part of our team and journey forwards.

Why we need your help

A feature film on any subject, done well, is a massive undertaking - and when your area of focus is one of the
world’s most pressing global issues today, the stakes are raised even higher. Our film journey from early conception
to interviewing to post-production completion has been full of challenges, all tackled and overcome on a very small
budget. While some of our early legal / production costs were covered by community fundraising, in the end the bulk
of the work was completed through dedicated volunteerism and the passion of artists and individuals who believe in
this mission. We consider this work to be an important service to society, and a tremendous expression of
caring and love towards our shared planet. 

We are proud of the incredible journey we’ve been on to date and what’s been accomplished - yet now that
we’ve reached the stage of public release, we know we’ll need more partners and community supporters to ensure
a strong public release. To achieve the true level of impact Beyond Crisis is capable of, we’ll need the contributions
and experience of a wide range of community partners.
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PARTNERS IN CLIMATE ACTION
The film to get YOU talking about climate!

What can you do?

Beyond Crisis is a project with many moving pieces, being supported by a broader community. To get involved
as a supporting partner organization or individual could mean contributing to any one or several of the following:

- Being a film sustainer: You can help provide critical funding support for the release of the film as important new
cultural content out into our communities. This funding can support everything from our grassroots marketing &
distribution efforts, to the development of an in-depth “Impact Kit” accompanying the film, to further climate series /
podcasts, to helping with a range of other requirements being dealt with prior to the film’s online public release.
Email the film’s director Kai to discuss at kai@beyondcrisisfilm.ca

-  In-kind support: You can contribute much-needed people-power to completing key resources to complement the
film, and supporting the release process. This could include but is not limited to:
 
 - Contributing to the development of an educational “Impact Kit” to accompany the film, for further exploration
 of the film’s major themes / opportunities for climate action
 
 - Sharing the film following its public release
 
 - Hosting community screenings / dialogues

 - Connecting the film to your local climate-related campaign / initiative

 - Partnering as an NGO for key grant applications

 - Contributing web design / social media skills
 
 - Contributing other unique skills - you tell us!

- To discuss how you can get involved in supporting the journey, email kai@beyondcrisisfilm.ca
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PARTNERS IN CLIMATE ACTION
The film to get YOU talking about climate!

What do you get in return?

 - Partnership with an awesome, fully Canadian production to support climate action, along with the satisfaction of
 supporting a bold, ambitious and highly creative grassroots initiative to tackle climate change.
 
 - New impact material through use of the film and accompanying resources to engage your community / 
 members on climate.

 - An incredibly unique learning experience in how to release / market a community-driven film of this nature.

 - Credit on future Beyond Crisis materials and website for your unique contribution.

 - Supporting game-changing art and engagement for climate action, and being part of an inspiring, grounded
 and groundbreaking vision for a more sustainable #SafeClimateFuture.

- To discuss how you can get involved in supporting the journey, email the film’s director at:
kai@beyondcrisisfilm.ca
 
Beyond Crisis is produced by Toronto PCM Ltd., a small Canadian corporation established solely for the production of
this feature film. Our team is eternally grateful to all our partners, who are helping us lead a #SafeClimateFuture.
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Thank you for being part of the journey

BEYOND CRISIS!


